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ACROSS 
1.  Plan a trip with young adult initially becoming 
involved. (4,1,4,2) 
9.  Repairs to Big Ben that went smoothly. (9) 
10.  Backwards or forwards, it will keep going 
round. (5) 
11.  Take no notice – It’s nearly all foreign mish 
mash. (6) 
12.  Variant of malaria initially caught from squid. 
(8) 
13.  Land tenure for Socialist with silver (Egyptian). 
(6) 
15.  Look at pet who really should be watching you! 
(8) 
18.  A small opening made from stewed pear – 
True! (8) 
19.  Raise concern about victim. (6) 
21.  European bird set about to dominate. (8) 
23.  Poet Laureate relaxed giving enjoyment. (6) 
26.  Very small part in play, as well (5) 
27.  Carl hated being used to build a place of 
worship. (9) 
28.  Noblewoman has a month to behead large 
female cat. (11) 
 
 
 

 
DOWN 
1.   One hundred and nine-ninety pins all in a jumble 
at outdoor meals. (7) 
2.   Trouble with Royal Navy – They like to dress up! 
(5) 
3.   Famous wheelsmith in the early cotton industry, 
associated with Joan – Sounds OK? (9) 
4.   A male cat is the smallest thing imaginable. (4) 
5.   Subtract – A Chinese, possibly? (8) 
6.   Opera composed by drunken Roman. (5) 
7.   Income is in range, strangely. (7) 
8.   Darts thrown backwards, 550 extra scored, now 
step over. (8) 
14.  Tarry substance made from mixing core with 
toes. (8) 
16.  Spanish gentleman to brace all with nothing 
stirred in. (9) 
17.  Mistakenly procured manufacturer. (8) 
18.  French well in a mountain?  That should make 
nice surroundings. (7) 
20.  Confused tillers end up with a framework. (7) 
22.  The Peers make a right meal of it. (5) 
24.  Strangely eager to concur. (5) 
25.  Yearn for a piece of Fruitchew. (4) 
 

 


